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The Right Audio 
Solutions 

for Successful 
Remote Working

For virtually every organization across the globe, remote work has become part 
of everyday life. Employees once bound to centralized offices are now working 
from nearly everywhere. Home offices, Internet cafes, local coffee shops – and 
even the humble kitchen table – have been transformed into office spaces, and 
the remote-working trend isn’t likely to change anytime soon. 

In addition to the inherent safety it offers, remote working provides tangible 
benefits for both employee and organization alike. Employees enjoy greater 
autonomy, an improved work/life balance and added flexibility. Organizations 
benefit from reduced costs and greater employee satisfaction. 

Perhaps the biggest benefit may be increased productivity. Evidence suggests 
that remote workers may in fact be more productive than their office-bound 
counterparts. In one study, remote working was found to boost employee 
output by up to 13%.*

*  “The remote work experiment that upped productivity 13%”  
www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200710-the-remote-work-experiment-that-made-staff-more-productive
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Now more than 
ever, high-quality 

audio is vital

While the venue in which work is being done 
has changed, remote employees still face 
some of the same challenges they faced when 
back in the office – most notably poor audio, 
excessive noise and too many distractions.

In fact, 95% of workers – whether in-office or 
remote – admit that their concentration and 
efficiency has suffered due to sonic setbacks, 
and 69% report having to spend extra time 
on work tasks due to poor sound quality. All 
told, the average worker loses nearly a half 
hour of productivity per week due to poor 
sound quality on audio calls.**

Whether in the form of buzzing and ringing 
devices, interruptions from family members, 
traffic noise or something else entirely, 
excessive noise and distractions threaten to 
undermine the benefits that remote working 
offers.

That’s why it’s vital that today’s remote 
workers be equipped with superior-quality 
audio devices and collaboration tools – ones 
that are designed and engineered to meet 
the needs of remote employees. These tools 
should include many advanced features 
to help workers tune out distractions and 
concentrate and collaborate effectively

 Active noise cancellation (ANC) to block 
out unwanted noises and distractions 
and enable concentration.

 High-quality microphones for superior 
speech clarity.

 High-quality materials for durability  
and years of maintenance-free use.

 Comfortable to wear and made of  
lightweight materials to ease the strain  
of working long hours.

 UC- and Microsoft Teams-certified,  
if possible, to ensure seamless func-
tionality with today’s leading Unified 
Communications technologies.  

 Wireless Bluetooth® technology, if  
possible, for outstanding mobility.

29 minutes
Amount of time the average worker loses per 
week due to poor sound quality on audio calls. 

95%
of workers whose concentration and efficiency 
has suffered due to poor audio.

69%
report having to spend extra time on work 
tasks due to poor sound quality. ** EPOS research report: “Understanding Sound Experiences”



Audio solutions  
designed for 
today’s remote 
workforce

The EPOS ADAPT and IMPACT Lines 
of headsets and EPOS EXPAND 30 
speakerphones are designed and built to 
meet the needs of remote workers. These 
premium audio tools offer state-of-the-
art voice pickup technology to enhance 
speech and eliminate unwanted background 
noise, for outstanding concentration and 
collaboration, anytime and anywhere. 
They also feature exceptional microphone 
clarity that delivers an outstanding audio 
experience for both speaker and listener. 

Every model included in the ADAPT and 
IMPACT Lines of premium headsets 
offers unparalleled comfort, best-in-class 
audio quality and the flexibility to adapt 
to any working situation. From advanced 
functionality to active noise cancellation, the 
ADAPT and IMPACT Lines of headsets offer 
state-of-the-art tools to make the most of 
your remote-work environment. 

ADAPT 600 Series ADAPT 500 Series ADAPT 400 Series ADAPT 300 Series

IMPACT MB Pro Series IMPACT 600 Series IMPACT 200 Series IMPACT 100 Series

 EXPAND 30 Series

THE ADAPT LINE

THE IMPACT LINE

THE EXPAND LINE
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THE ADAPT  
LINE

Maximize your focus and productivity 
with the ADAPT 600 Series – the ultimate 
remote-working headsets. State-of-the-art 
technology and productivity features help 
promote concentration, improve efficiency 
and ensure outstanding collaboration.

Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AITM 

Machine learning-developed algorithms 
optimize voice pick-up from three advanced 
microphones for a natural listening experience.

Concentrate anytime, anywhere  
Four hybrid adaptive ANC microphones 
enhance concentration by monitoring your 
work environment and automatically adjusting 
noise reduction. 

Advanced tools to stay organized  
A single touch activates Alexa to help plan 
your schedule and stay on top of day-to-day 
business.

UC-certified  
Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized 
for UC.

Enjoy comfort and convenience  
Soft, over-the-ear design and lightweight 
materials offer all-day wearing comfort and 
wireless Bluetooth® connectivity ensure 
superb mobility.

Ideal for… Demanding remote-working 
professionals who require superior-quality 
audio, state-of-the-art productivity fea-
tures, superb business functionality and the 
highest-performing hybrid adaptive ANC 
for intense concentration, collaboration and 
productivity in even the most challenging 
audio environments. 

Learn more at eposaudio.com/adapt-600

The ADAPT 600 Series: 

Work wherever, whenever

http://eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/adapt-660-bluetooth-headset-1000200
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Block out noise and interruptions with the 
ADAPT 500 Series, high-quality, on-the-
ear headsets that enable clear business 
calling, promote concentration and enhance 
productivity. 

Clearer calls on demand
Discreet, foldable boom arm and two advanced 
microphones optimize voice pick-up for clearer 
office and mobile calls.
 
Concentrate anytime, anywhere 
Four ANC microphones reduce background 
noise for better concentration in noisy envi-
ronments. 

Focus with superior sound 
Enjoy outstanding stereo sound to focus on 
work. 

UC-certified 
Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized 
for UC. 

Enjoy comfort and convenience 
Soft, on-ear design offers all-day comfort 
and Bluetooth® technology enables you to 
move about freely.

Ideal for… Remote-office professionals who 
require a high-quality on-ear headset with 
great microphone performance for out-
standing audio, clear calling and high levels 
of concentration and productivity.  

Learn more at eposaudio.com/adapt-500

The ADAPT 500 Series: 

Stay agile, achieve more

THE ADAPT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/adapt-560-bluetooth-headset-1000207
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Keep moving, stay focused and be productive 
with the ADAPT 400 Series, compact, in-ear 
neckband headsets that deliver rich, natural 
sound for working remotely and on-the-go. 

Increase productivity with ANC 
Advanced four-microphone ANC system 
blocks out unwanted noises for clear calling 
and improved concentration in noisy envi-
ronments. 

UC-certified 
Impressive sound with a Microsoft Teams- 
certified/UC-optimized solution and subtle 
vibrating neckband that signals incoming calls. 

Talk all day 
Long battery life ensures up to 14 hours of 
talk time.

Enjoy superior comfort and fit 
Personalized fit, comfortable earbuds and 
Bluetooth® technology enable you to move 
around freely. 

Ideal for… Discerning remote professionals 
who require a compact, lightweight headset 
for ease of movement without sacrificing 
high-end functionality for increased concen-
tration, calling and collaboration. 

Learn more at eposaudio.com/adapt-400

The ADAPT 400 Series: 

Take great sound anywhere

THE ADAPT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/adapt-460-bluetooth-headset-1000204
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Ensure clear business calls and stay focused 
with the ADAPT 300 Series, over-the-ear 
headsets that offer advanced functionality for 
reducing background noise and promoting 
greater productivity. 

Concentrate in noisy environments 
Active noise cancellation reduces background 
noise to help you focus on work. 

Clearer calling  
Two advanced microphones optimize voice 
pick-up for greater speech clarity.

Superior stereo sound 
Enjoy rich stereo sound to focus on job tasks.

UC-certified 
Certified for Microsoft Teams and optimized 
for UC. 

Enjoy comfort and convenience 
Soft, over-the-ear design offers long-lasting 
comfort, while Bluetooth® technology enables 
you to move about freely.

Ideal for… Remote professionals who require 
a high-quality, feature-rich headset for clear 
business calling, increased focus and greater 
productivity. 

Learn more at eposaudio.com/adapt-300

The ADAPT 300 Series: 

Work your way in style

THE ADAPT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/adapt-360-low-latency-connection-bluetooth-headset-1000209
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Stay on the move and enjoy outstanding 
sound with the IMPACT MB Pro Series,  
premium wireless headsets that offer a  
natural, comfortable listening experience  
for added productivity and reduced stress.

Clearer calling 
EPOS VoiceTM technology and ultra noise- 
cancelling microphone provide a natural 
listening experience and clear speech  
transmission.

Decreased fatigue 
EPOS Room Experience™ technology  
reduces user fatigue by simulating the  
experience of conversing with a person  
in the same room.

Enjoy comfort, convenience and flexibility  
Crafted with high-end materials for maximum 
durability, plus Bluetooth® technology to 
move about freely and seamlessly switch 
calls between two Bluetooth® devices.

Ideal for… Remote business professionals 
who spend substantial time on the phone 
and need flexibility, mobility and outstanding 
sound for communicating while in the office 
or on the move. 

Learn more at eposaudio.com/impact-mb-pro

IMPACT MB Pro Series:

Keep talk moving

THE IMPACT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/mb-pro-p6813
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Get superb sound for productive calls while 
in the office with the premium IMPACT 600 
Series of wired headsets, which offer unsur-
passed quality and durability plus a comfor-
table fit.

Increase productivity with ANC 
EPOS VoiceTM technology and ultra noise- 
cancelling microphones help ensure an 
accurate and clear listening and speaking 
experience.

Protect your hearing 
EPOS ActiveGard® technology helps protect 
hearing from acoustic shock. 

Enjoy comfort and convenience 
High-quality design and premium materials 
ensure ease of use, comfort and long life.  

Ideal for… Professionals who require a high- 
quality, durable and comfortable headset 
that delivers an outstanding listening and 
speaking experience for working in a remote 
office. 

Learn more at eposaudio.com/impact-600

The IMPACT 600 Series:

Outstanding clear communication

THE IMPACT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/sc-600-p6825
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Maintain energy and focus with the IMPACT 
200 Series of wired headsets, which offer 
superior call clarity for high-quality commu-
nication plus all-day wearing comfort.

Communicate effectively
EPOS VoiceTM technology and noise-cancelling 
microphone ensure natural conversations 
and help you communicate clearly. 

Protect your hearing
EPOS ActiveGard® technology helps protect 
hearing from acoustic shock.

Reduce fatigue
Lightweight, ergonomic design and acoustic 
foam earpads allow for all-day use while 
bendable and pivoting boom arm ensures 
optimal microphone position and wearing 
flexibility. 

Ideal for… Remote professionals who spend 
much of the day on calls and require a 
high-quality, comfortable headset that delivers 
outstanding sound for superior conversations.  

Learn more at eposaudio.com/impact-200

The IMPACT 200 Series:

Put talk in focus

THE IMPACT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/sc-230-headset-504401
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Stay ahead with the IMPACT 100 Series 
of wired headsets, which offer high-quality 
sound for outstanding communication and  
a flexible, lightweight design.

Communicate clearly
EPOS VoiceTM technology and noise-cancelling 
microphone offer quality sound and a more 
natural listening experience for clear communi-
cation.

Protect your hearing
EPOS ActiveGard® technology helps protect 
hearing from acoustic shock. 

Enjoy comfort and flexibility
Lightweight design and acoustic foam earpads 
enable all-day use while bendable boom 
arm ensures optimal microphone position 
and wearing flexibility. 

Ideal for… Remote professionals who spend 
considerable time on calls and need a com-
fortable, flexible headset that delivers quality 
sound for clear conversations.  

Learn more at eposaudio.com/impact-100

The IMPACT 100 Series:

Let’s start talking

THE IMPACT  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/sc-100-p6821
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Collaborate clearly and confidently whether 
in your office or moving about your remote 
workplace with the EXPAND 30 Series of 
portable wireless speakerphones.

Plug-and-play conferencing anywhere 
Compact and lightweight so you can easily 
conduct conference calls from your office or 
even carry it with you from room-to-room.

Exceptional audio performance
Communicate clearly with EPOS VoiceTM 
technology, an ultra-low distortion speaker 
and two echo- and noise-cancelling micro-
phones. 

Natural conversation experience
Industry-leading duplex performance allows 
participants on both sides of the call to 
speak simultaneously. 

Ideal for… Remote professionals who demand 
a superior-quality, portable speakerphone 
that offers pristine speech clarity and audio 
for personal teleconferencing. 

Learn more at eposaudio.com/expand-30

Whether working in an office or remotely, 
sonic distractions and poor audio can 
decrease productivity and lead to worker 
frustration. 

Learn more about the effects of poor audio 
in the workplace – and get strategies for 
overcoming it – with our FREE research  
report, “Understanding Sound Experiences”.

Learn more at eposaudio.com/bad-audio

The EXPAND 30 Series speakerphone:

Instant conferencing anywhere

EPOS free report:

Put outstanding audio to work for your business

THE EXPAND  
LINE

https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/expand-30-p6827
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/bad-audio-is-bad-business
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